Gelation of octadecyltrimethoxysilane at the air/water interface: effect of perfluorotetradecanoic acid and divalent cadmium ions.
The effect of an acidic surfactant, perfluorotetradecanoic acid (PFTDA), on the gelation of octadecyltrimethoxysilane (ODTMS) monolayers at the air/water interface was investigated using a Langmuir film balance, attenuated total reflection (ATR) infrared spectroscopy, and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The gelation of ODTMS was greatly accelerated by adding only 2 mol % PFTDA into the monolayer; in this case, the hydrolysis of ODTMS was completed within a few minutes, whereas otherwise it took 18 h. ATR-IR spectroscopy clearly demonstrated that the gelation of a 49:1 ODTMS/PFTDA monolayer proceeded on a pure water subphase mainly via hydrolysis followed by condensation. In the presence of PFTDA, the local acidity at specific sites is presumed to be very high, catalyzing the hydrolysis of ODTMS. The extremely fast rate is attributed not only to the lateral diffusion of PFTDA in the mixed monolayer but also to proton propagation where the proton(s) involved in the initial hydrolysis are transposed rapidly to the nearby methoxy groups for subsequent hydrolysis. The catalytic activity of PFTDA can be neutralized, however, simply by the addition of multivalent metallic ions such as Cd2+ to form saltlike complexes with PFTDA; the rate of 2-D sol-gel processes can thus be easily regulated by a minute amount of PFTDA and/or Cd2+ added into the reaction system.